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1 From the Vicar

From the Warden’s
houses, a new Sunday roster, a lawn

Rev. Jordan Greatbatch

mowing roster, plus quotes on a new

sound

system

and

fire/smoke

detection system for the Church.
As well as the serious stuff we have

I was on a recent Zoom for the

family through our belief that we are

Archdeaconry of the North Shore. This

Christ’s

had all of the North shore Clergy

because of that fact we share our lives

gather to discuss what each of us was

with each other like a family. The highs

doing for the Lockdown in our various

and lows, the agreements and the

churches as well as an opportunity to

disagreements.

‘check in.’ One of the Vicar’s talked
about the Parish Magazine he has
specially produced for his parish tilted
‘Postcards from Lockdown’. I thought
this

was

appropriate

a

brilliant
name

for

and

rather

a

Church

magazine during Level 4. Postcards

are normally sent to the ones we love
and miss back home. Perhaps a short
message of what one has been doing
and a picture of some local landmark. I
would like to see our latest edition of
the Saintinel as a sort of postcard from

Body

in

the

world.

And

As you read our magazine I hope you
get

the

sense

that

though

our

‘postcards’ may not be sent from some
far flung land they are certainty from a
family member who longs to once again
meet together as God’s family. May
that be soon. In the meantime I hope
and pray you all remain safe, healthy
and happy.

The months since Easter have been had some fun and enjoyment along
the way: the Mid-winter dinner, a
busy for us at All Saints.

night at Ballantynes and the BBC,

Dominating Vestry’s business has Favourite
been the Healthy Church process Sunday.
with

multiple

meetings,

Hymns

and

Musician’s

and

successfully meeting the deadlines As we enter our second week of lock
set by the Arch Deacon. Thanks to down, we wish to thank Jordan for a
vestry members and parishioners for seamless transition to worship at
the ideas and the energy they have level 4 and the initiatives that he has

put into process so far. The next step introduced. We hope to see you all
is to form the groups around each again soon, as the levels allow. Stay
initiative and develop an action plan.
Other

projects

concluded

or

underway: Steeple Painting, Parish
roll

revision,

front

garden

safe until then!

re-

Yours in Christ,

establishment, organ maintenance,

Jordan

Heat Pump installation at our two

Jean Green People's Warden
Michael Burnell, Vicar’s Warden

lockdown. We may not be family in the

usual sense of the word but we are a

8/27/2021

From the Team
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Who said Lockdown wasn’t funny?
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Anglo-Catholic?
Rev. Jordan Greatbatch

If there was ever an example of a loaded term

fact that it taught Christian truth and its

then Anglo-Catholic would be high up the list

bishops were in the apostolic succession (i.e.,

(pun intended). For many it conjures up

able to trace their authority and office back in

images of billowing incense, clergy layered in

an unbroken line to the Apostles). The

lace and perhaps just a slight sense of

movement

pompous show. Now some of these caricatures

theological, pastoral, and devotional problems.

of the Anglo-Catholic movement are perhaps

One

justified. It did after all find its foundation in

Reverend John Henry Newman who later felt

the halls of Oxford and to a lesser degree

the movement was not strict enough in its

Cambridge. Anglo-Catholic was the term given

Catholicity and became a Roman Catholic. He

to the Oxford movement of the 19th century

was later made a Cardinal.

which sought a renewal of “pre reformation
catholic,” or Roman Catholic, thought and
practice within the Church of England in
opposition to the Protestant tendencies of the
church. The argument was that the Anglican
Church was by history and identity a truly
“catholic” church. An immediate cause of the
movement was the change that took place in

A Zoom Q& A with keynote speaker Father Richard Peers

the relationship between the state and the
Church of England from 1828 to 1832. Laws
that

required

members

of

municipal

corporations and government-office holders to
receive the Lord’s Supper in the Church of
England were repealed, and a law was passed

that removed most of the restrictions formerly

of

its

rapidly
leading

became

involved

proponents

was

in
the

It may then come as a surprise (or horror) to
some that I recently attended the AngloCatholic Hui held at St Michael and All Angels
Christchurch. This Hui has been running for 4
years and so far has taken place in Dunedin,
Wellington (none in 2020) and Christchurch.

The Hui describes its aims as ‘to inspire those

from the catholic tradition of Anglicanism to be
a positive force for the Gospel and a model for
effective mission in Aotearoa New Zealand and
Polynesia today.’ The gathering took place over
3 days and saw as many as 100 people gather
in Christchurch to learn, discuss, worship and
connect. The keynote speaker was The Revd.

imposed on Roman Catholics.

Richard Peers who offered us pre-recorded

For a short time it seemed possible that the
Church of England might be disestablished

The praying of the Psalms, Confession, Fasting
and Spiritual Direction. As well as a live Q&A

and lose its endowments. Consequently, many

via Zoom.

loyal Anglicans wished to assert that the
Church of England was not dependent on the

video talks on 4 aspects of the Catholic life:

Continued next page

state and that it gained its authority from the

St Michael and All Angels Christchurch is one of a few Anglo-Catholic Parishes in NZ
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The Reverend Richard Peers is the Sub
Dean at Christ Church, Oxford, a joint
foundation of a University of Oxford
college, and the cathedral church of the
Diocese of Oxford. Before moving to
Oxford, Father Richard was Director of
Education for the Diocese of Liverpool
and CEO of Liverpool Diocesan Schools
Trust. He has exercised a combined
ministry in teaching and as a priest.
Richard’s talks were engaging and
challenging as he spoke about those 4
aspects of Catholic spiritualty that we
as Anglicans can put to use. There was
also a series of workshops and lectures
offered in-person on a variety of topics
pertaining to Catholic spiritualty and
practise within the Anglican Church. I
attended 4 of these; Anglo-Catholicism

Father Richard Peers

in Melanesia, Anglo-Catholic Women,
Defrosting Christmas (the Liturgical
Year in New Zealand) and Desert
Spirituality (a look at the desert
tradition within Christianity). Of all

these the one I found most interesting
was
Defrosting
Christmas.
Continued next page

The Reverend John Henry Newman
pictured here in old age later became
a Roman Catholic and Cardinal
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The

Hui

was

also

importantly

a

great

another aspect of the Anglo-Catholic movement

opportunity to connect with many like-minded

that people don’t often hear about. It was the

individuals from all around New Zealand. It

fact that most Anglo-Catholics had a strong

was also fantastic to just to sit in the pews and

emphasis on establishing churches amongst

worship with my fellow Christians, often an

the poor and disadvantaged and they were

experience you miss as a Priest. Overall I

known for their social action. They believed

found the Hui extremely rewarding and I want

that just because one is poor or uneducated it

to thank the Vestry for their support in

doesn’t mean that worship can’t be of a high

allowing me to attend.

quality that allows us to experience God in

Before I end, one last thought on AngloCatholicism. I started this article with the
unfortunate baggage the term Anglo-Catholic
can often carry. I think this is unfortunate and
perhaps a name change is needed. For I don’t

‘Anglo-Catholics had a strong emphasis on establishing
churches amongst the poor and disadvantaged.’

see the movement as something only concerned
with a certain style of worship but rather as a

good
worship. Worship that inspires us. For there is
movement

that

is

concerned

with

profound ways. And so I ask the question, am I
Anglo-Catholic? Perhaps. But I know with
certainty that I am absolutely a Liturgical

Christian, and I think what Anglo-Catholicism
can offer us is the riches of good, orderly and
profound liturgy and worship that inspires us
in our Christian walk. For that I am forever
grateful to be a part of the ‘movement’.

Father Michael Wallace of All Saint’s Dunedin spoke of the disconnect we can feel in
following the Northern Hemisphere’s Feasts and Liturgical Year. He revealed the often
comical scenes of New Zealander’s singing ‘In the Bleak Midwinter’ while sweating in
the humidity of December. He then explored the recent popularity of Matariki and how
as Christians we could offer a thoroughly New Zealand take on the idea of Mid-Winter.
He described how in the past many of our Christian feasts simply replaced ‘pagan’ or
we might say ‘secular’ festivals. He offered a few suggestions such as using Matariki as

a sort of All Souls, connecting with Matariki’s purpose of remembering of the Dead in
some Maori tribes. Or perhaps using the celebration as a sort of Harvest festival. He
also spoke about the fact that Roman Catholicism seems to be able to enculturate a lot
better than Anglicans often combining traditional beliefs and sacred holidays into the
Christian calendar. It was certainly a very thought provoking talk and made me think
about a lot of ways in which we could express our sense of place in the Liturgical Year
in Aotearoa New Zealand. Watch this space!

Matariki Constellation
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What’s been
happening

Women’s and Men’s Group
Men’s Group outing to Birkenhead
Brewing Company last month

Women’s Breakfast Group with a
talk on the Grief Centre by Rae
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Sing your
favorite Hymn
Event and
supper

Ray collecting the Easter Raffle prize

Contemplative
Service Palm
Sunday

Mother’s Union Service August 8th
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One Night in Tarras
Lockie Burnell

“… And we can only see half of it wonderful eastern view of the St
from where we are here”. Lockie Bathans Mountain Range and a

and I were gazing up at a faint wide verge where we could park.
Milky Way while I cooked on the Lockie worked out a good camera
BBQ in my ski gear one night 7 angle that would capture both the
weeks ago in Wanaka. Lockie Bathans and the Milky Way.
explained

that

Wanaka’s As we didn’t have a tripod, the
residential lighting obscured the following
day
was
spent
Milky Way in the eastern night experimenting with a step ladder
sky and if we wanted to see the and building a wooden sledge on
whole Milky Way (and some of its which to mount Rory’s camera. We
200+ billion stars) we would have targeted a forthcoming night with a
to travel east towards Tarras, clear sky forecast.
which has a class 1 dark sky on On the night in question, we set off
the Bortle scale. Better still, fully clothed in our ski gear. We
Lockie suggested we should try to didn’t want to subject the camera to
photograph it!

temperature extremes ie. taken

The next day we fished the
Clutha River and then spent the
afternoon

exploring

the

hills

around Tarras: the gateway to the
Lindis

Pass,

Twizel

Christchurch.

from a warm cabin into a minus
Celsius evening. So, we had the
windows down as we set off for the
40-minute drive to our shooting
platform

above

Tarras.

The

and temperature dropped below zero as
we climbed the hill in 4WD mode.

Up an off-road track we found a

Continued……

Photo taken by Lockie

8/27/2021

Parish News
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Lockie then set up his makeshift tripod while I
counted shooting stars (5) and marvelled at God’s
creation overhead. The Great Rift was clearly
defined in the Milky Way, and I felt lucky to be there
on this freezing remote hilltop. Eventually, Lockie
announced he had finished his camera exposures,
and we bundled all the gear and ourselves into the
Hilux and headed back for a late dinner, this time
with the windows up and heater on!
That night Lockie loaded the photos into a freeware
stacking processer on his laptop and in the morning,
he showed us the photo shown here. This was a
memorable father and son adventure, a little
different from the usual fishing, skiing, and
mountain biking!
Birkenhead’s night sky is Bortle Class 7, Wanaka’s is
Bortle Class 4, and Tarras’s is Bortle Class 1
Details: Camera Nikon D7200 with Nikkor 18140mm, 117 * 15 seconds exposures @ iso 2000 f/3.5,
18mm, total ~30 min integrated exposure.
(Note: Christchurch Airport proposes building a jet

aircraft runway at Tarras which would ruin this
experience for future generations and also affect the
Lindis River, a significant trout spawning river
habitat).

Keeping the Mind
Active
Eric Bowater

After a working career as a
science teacher, Head of
Department and all-purpose
school reliever, I think the best
thing I ever did was to join
U3A (we’re no longer allowed
to call it “University of the
Third
Age”).
It
is
an
international organisation and
we have numerous local
branches across Auckland and
the whole county. It is designed
to help retired people keep
learning and keep brain cells
stimulated.

Not long after I joined Birkenhead U3A in 2003,
the person died who had been running the Travel
Group (one of 12 different interest groups), and I
was asked to become its convenor. I found that
there was no difficulty in getting people to give
presentations about their past trips, so we all
vicariously enjoy sharing their travel experiences.
Five years ago I was also asked to become
convenor of the History Group. Never having
studied history at school or at University, and
adding to my interest in researching family
history, I found this very fascinating and
rewarding. The group of about 10 of us decide on
a topic area (which may involve between 1 and 9
sessions held once a month), and it is my job to
assess the scope of the topic and divide it up into
sessions for participants to lead, from their own
research. So we are all students and all
professors!
In July we completed a series on the history of
Germany; earlier this month a presentation on
the history of aviation in New Zealand; and
(lockdown permitting) then in September starting
on an 8-session study of Egypt’s history, ancient
and modern.In these groups, we all enjoy both the
learning and each other’s company socially.Maybe
sometime we could look at Israel’s history, ancient
(involving a bit of Bible study) and modern!
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Mid Winter
3 Dinner

We had a fantastic Dinner together to celebrate Mid-Winter.
Thank you to all those who came out to support the Parish.

8/27/2021

Add A Footer
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Add A Footer
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Karen McGiffen collecting her hamper prize
8/27/2021

Add A Footer
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The Boy
Pauline Matthews

If you feel like a book with some simple
loving wisdom,
the pictures say it all.
Thanks to Charlie Mackesy.
The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse,
offers hope and understanding for all ages
at a most challenging time.

Charlie Mackesy

His debut has been

says he wrote

on the best seller list

“The Boy, the Mole,

the Fox and the
Horse” to help people
make sense of the

for 19 weeks.

Credit...
The New York Times

world.
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Turn to the New Testament. Mary and Joseph were guided by angels in
dreams to accept the baby Jesus and flee to Egypt to protect him (Matt 1
and 2). Jesus himself reported visions in the desert of encounters with
the Devil. Saul’s dramatic vision of Jesus on the road to Damascus
totally changed his life (Acts 9), even his name, so that he then carried
the Gospel around the cities bordering the Mediterranean Sea. Paul
recorded several dreams of guidance during his travels. Peter’s dream
on the roof in Joppa (Acts 10) opened his mind to accept the Roman
centurion’s invitation to preach the Gospel to his household – and then
baptise them all without requiring circumcision first – a turning-point in
Church history!
Throughout the history of the Christian Church, many of the Early
Fathers and Saints recorded dreams that guided their understanding. It
was a shocking nightmare of judgment that led St Jerome in the 4th
century to put his Latin scholarship to work translating the Bible from
Greek into Latin – which became the standard version in the Church for
the next thousand years. In mediaeval times, St Francis was told in a
vision to “repair my church” and created a new order of Friars
committed to poverty; and the women mystics Hildegard of Bingen and
Julian of Norwich each recorded a powerful series of visions that
inspired their teaching and preaching.
Not only Jews and Christians were guided through dreams. In the 7th
Century, Muhammad was called into action in Arabia by receiving a
series of auditory visions commanding him to “Recite!” which became
the basis of the Koran. Let’s also take into account that Gautama
Buddha received 3 visions under the Bo Tree, which led him into a life of
teaching. Almost every enduring religious system has drawn inspiration
from visionary experiences. Not only religious leaders have been led by
dreams, but also many of the great scientific discoveries, from the
sewing machine to quantum physics; and all the arts, including
painting, music and literature. Ordinary people today are also led by
significant dreams that inspire them to follow a particular vocation or
political movement.
An early Rabbi described our dreams as “unopened letters from God.”
Do you open yours to see what they may be telling you?

DREAMS, A LANGUAGE OF
THE SPIRIT
Margaret Bowater

Many of you at All Saints know that I am a specialist in the
rising field of Dreamwork as an aspect of Counselling,
Spiritual Direction and personal growth; but not all of you may
know of its particular relevance to the Judaeo-Christian faith.
Many people in our society have little awareness of the
significance of our nightly dreams, hardly noticing that they
provide a kind of running commentary on our social-emotional
lives,

and

often

suggesting

a

level

of

guidance.

We dream every night, mostly in through which the faithful were
metaphor
based

on

rather

than

words, guided

our

personal

by

God.

Abraham’s

and Covenant with YHWH was based

cultural experience. For example, on a powerful dream (Genesis 15).
if we see life as a hard journey, we Jacob dreamed of the angels on a
may dream of struggling to climb ladder carrying messages between
a mountain. Or if circumstances earth and heaven (Gen 28). Think
are overwhelming us, we may of Joseph interpreting Pharaoh’s
dream of facing a tidal wave, or warning dream of famine (Gen
an earthquake.
Jews and Christians in particular
should have noticed that the Bible
is full of dreams and visions

41); Isaiah’s vision of the Temple
where his lips were purified to
speak

out

(Isaiah

6);

Daniel

bravely warning Nebuchadnezzar
of his fate.
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The things you learn when the
Bishop offers you a job
The Reverend Harvey Smith

The things you learn when the Bishop offers you a job.
Christine and I want to put a lift into our house. Paying for it

The first thing they
did was to build a
pub right beside the
wharf and the pub
still stands serving
good beer and a fine
meal

is an interesting proposition. I thought I would help by getting
a job. The Bishop saw me coming. The job is Priest in Charge
of three Mission Districts covering Wellsford, Mangawhai and
Paparoa. This is an area I have always driven through, never
stopped to look because there was nothing to see. Now I can
and must.
Have

you

ever

heard

of from

Albertland? Albertland was to little

London
came

of

in

1862,

the

grand

be a city to rival Auckland, a scheme, which was based in a
third

religiously

based quiet arm of Kaipara harbour

settlement

following

the 15 kilometres west of present-

successful

examples

of day Wellsford.
and

Anglican

Christchurch

Presbyterian

Dunedin.

The

Albertlanders

were

non-

conformists,

a

trait

still

Continued next page

evident today. Despite great
fanfare

surrounding

the

departure of the 3000 settlers
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And what of Whakapirau and Pahi? Two
gorgeous little villages on either side of
another arm of the Kaipara Harbour. At
Whakapirau there is a beautiful Kauri
Church called St Alban’s. It lacks
electricity but we still have services. Then
there is Hakaru, once the thriving centre
of
the
farming
district
between
Mangawhai, Wellsford and Kaiwaka. Now
it has an RSA Hall – thriving, and a
Church with a cemetery only the latter of
which can be said to be thriving.
We also have learned about the migrant
landings at Mangawhai on the specially
built wharf. The first thing they did was
to build a pub right beside the wharf and
the pub still stands serving good beer and
a fine meal which we have enjoyed. We
also enjoyed a drink and a feed at the
Maungaturoto Pub. Chris was happy to
announce to the only table of guests that
her husband was the new Anglican Priest.
At which they all looked up, smiled, and
announced that they too were Anglicans
and when was I coming to their Marae??
And all of this without once mentioning
roadworks, but there I have done it. Yes,
we have roadworks and no, they will not
be finished before we leave. But we love
it. A great part of Aotearoa. Come up and
see us at 8 Matuku Place, Mangawhai.
Ring Chris on 021 1409 021.

Early Albertland settlers.
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Book Review:
The Long Walk
by Slavomir Rawicz
“I hope The Long Walk will remain as
a memorial to all those who live and
die for freedom, and for many reasons
could not speak for themselves.”
Slavomir Rawicz
This is an epic story about Slavomir’s
harrowing journey from Moscow to the
Soviet Labour Camp in Yakutsk where
executions were common. It is how he
and his six fellow prisoners made their
escape from the camp with the help of
the Commandant’s wife.
All they had for survival were
individual sacks of meagre supplies
that would last only days. Their
survival tools were an axe and a hand
fashioned knife. The escapees travelled
across an entire continent - the
Siberian artic, the Gobi desert, then
traversing the Himalayas into the then
British India.

It is an insight into what humanity has endured in
the past and what still happens in today’s conflicts.
(When this book was published there was some
controversy over the books authenticity.
This book was also made into a movie called The
Long Way Back.) – Pauline Matthews
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Sermon. Some asked for me to share my sermon from last Sunday
22nd August about ‘Body & Blood’. The reading was John 6:56-69

I enjoy words but I am not naturally gifted at them. I try to read
older books to expand my language but this is increasingly
difficult in a world that is all about efficacy of language rather
than beauty and good prose. I suppose the internet and social
media is to blame. Of course my work is about words, preaching
and teaching demand them so one has to constantly learn and
practice words. However words can be difficult. They don’t always
convey what we mean. Others may have a different understanding
of the meaning of words, even ones we think are clear.
Sometimes we convey our thoughts without using words. music,
painting, and dance are some ways we can convey thought without
words. The great ballerina Pavlova was once asked, “What did
that dance mean”. She replied, “If I could tell you in words, I
wouldn’t have bothered to dance it!” We too use our bodies to
convey what we mean. People wave their arms, use facial
expressions, move from foot to foot, and all this is part of the way
we convey what we want someone else to know.
But words remain the main means of communication for most of
us. In spite of their lack of precision and sometimes even
conveying the opposite of what we mean, we will still use words to
communicate with each other. The limitation of words becomes
obvious when we try to talk about God. How can words describe
that which is beyond our comprehension; that which is beyond
speech? If I have an experience of God, if I try to talk about the
divine, I generally use phrases which say God is like something
else. We use metaphors and similes because of the difficulty of
talking about the unknown.

When we do speak about God and our experience of God we often
reveal the sort of God we believe in. A person once said to me, “I’ve
been sick and haven’t said my prayers. I hope God will forgive me.”
What sort of God did this person believe in? One who wouldn’t even
let them off the normal routine while they were ill? Is that really
what the person meant? We do need to take care when we speak
about God.
The church sometimes speaks the word of God and the words it
uses turns people away. We all know of those who threaten to leave
or cancel their pledges because the church attempts to relate the
word of God to the political and social realities of our day. People
get upset and sometimes leave when the church tries to keep up to
date in order to be a better instrument for the proclamation of
God’s word in our world.
Jesus was the word made flesh. Yet his words also offended. People
sometimes turned away because of what he said. Not all his words
were sweetness and light. His parables were difficult to understand
and hard to explain. Even his disciples had to be taken aside to
have the meaning explained. Jesus too had difficulty with words.
That’s probably why he left his disciples with actions to do, as well
as words to speak.
In today’s gospel, many said, “this is intolerable language.” They
were referring to Jesus suggestion that people eat his flesh and
drink his blood. This was unheard of in Judaism. Blood was
something to be treated with respect and used in sacrifice, but it
was not for drinking.

Continued
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Jesus words may sound like cannibalism but they are
definitely not. That would be really offensive and I don’t think
Jesus set out to deliberately offend people. He was trying to
convey something which was really beyond what words could
express. It was extreme language and sometimes that is the
only way to get a message across. Sometimes that is the only
way to get people to think.
If we think about it the words flesh and blood, or as we
usually say, body and blood, simply equal life. For those who
participated in sacrifice the blood, the life of the animal, was
what was required. The fact that the animal died as a result
was unfortunate but necessary. This giving of life so that
others could have life is still how we talk about many deaths.
Every Anzac day we hear how those who died gave their lives
that we might live. Giving of life so others may have life.
As well as body and blood meaning life it also means the way
we express ourselves. We have no other means of selfexpression than through our bodies. Our bodies are what we
use to communicate our deepest thoughts and emotions. Body
and blood stands for the whole person.
It is worth considering how we treat bodies, both those alive
and those who have died. One of the first questions asked
when our soldiers are killed overseas is “When will their
bodies be returned to New Zealand.” In the past few years we
have seen bodies of soldiers returned after many years. If we
think of the Pike River disaster there is still a strong desire ‘to
bring our boys home’, their bodies. You see we have great
concern for bodies, our flesh and blood, whether they are alive
or dead.

We have this concern because we know that our bodies are about
the entire person. Even a dead body still expresses to us something
of the life that has gone from our midst.
How much more does a live body of flesh and blood give to us of
another? We all know the experience of receiving the care to our
bodies when we are ill. We know the life giving result of a hug from
one we love. And this is especially poignant at this time of
lockdown. We know too how words of comfort can reassure us. Our
bodies are being used continually to bring life to one another.
Flesh and blood is not foreign to us. It is what we use every day,
appropriately and inappropriately; with success and with failure,
to try and convey our thoughts and wishes to each other. We have
nothing else to use but our own flesh and blood to convey life to one
another.
Flesh and blood is about life, and it is sacred. It seems that Jesus
had to go to the extreme of saying eat my flesh and drink my blood,
in order to get people to understand what it meant to have life in
him. And when some of the people began to go away, he asked the
disciples, “Do you want to go away too?” Simon Peter said, "you
have the message of eternal life.” This eternal life is not just about
what happens when we die. It’s about a quality of life we can live
now. It’s about living with hope because we know that death cannot
destroy us.

Continued
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Eternal life is about knowing that when life deals us some things
which are unpleasant that this is not all there is to life. Again we are
reminded of this during this time of COVID and lockdowns. For
eternal life is about holding fast to life’s meaning, even when that
meaning is hidden from us by life’s events. The words of eternal life
are words which we have to make flesh.
Our words about God, words about each other, words about our faith,
are words which we learn to live in action in the midst of all the
things, good and bad, that life throws at us. We too are to be a living
word. Using our own flesh and blood to convey the body of Christ to
others.
In our life together as a faith community today’s gospel invites us to
consider the way we use our words. Are they words of eternal life?
Does what we say and what we do show that we believe in eternal
life. Do we live as people of hope, knowing our true destiny as God’s
people, and being able to act as though we are. Living the gospel,
making it flesh, being bread and wine, body and blood for the world.
In the Eucharist we give thanks for the life of Christ given to us in
bread and wine. Though we can’t participate in Eucharist today we
know the times we have we are being filled with his life so that when
times are difficult we can draw on that experience and remind
ourselves that we are full of eternal life, the life Christ gives us in his
body and blood.
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Shelley Miller Interiors and Designs
INSPIRATION
If a kitchen renovation is at the top of your list, it
could be time to check out Shelley Miller Designs at
Meridian Joinery Limited. Our Philosophy is “You
dream it, we will create it”. With more than 30 years
combined experience, we will guide you through the
many choices available to create your dream kitchen,
from classic to contemporary. Project managed from
concept plan to installation. Appliances at commercial
prices.
KITCHENS
BATHROOMS
INTERIORS
Phone: Shelley: 09 441 7289 - Mobile: 027 283
3735
email:
shelleymillerdesigns@meridian.org.nz

TRADE ME
Geoff Newton (480 8538), with help from Rachel
Haggie (444 1438), continues to raise funds by selling
goods on TradeMe. You can donate goods for auction or
Geoff will sell on your behalf with a small commission
(minimum of 10% for larger items) going to church
funds.

All Saints Birkenhead
Website: https://allsaintsbirkenheadanglican.com/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/allsaintsbir...
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8pWeiW4rFytqitrCJDEaQ

GIVING TO THE PARISH
The ministry of All Saints is only possible by your generosity. If you would
like to join the envelope system, or to set up a direct debit, in order to
claim a tax rebate on your giving, please contact the parish office.
You can also give directly to our bank account number:
12-3035-0541134-00. Please ID your payment with your name in order to
receive a receipt, which can be used to claim the government rebate (one
third of your donations).
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